age, video, email, web pages. This trend of rapid growth of digital content is unrelenting, as indicated by the amount of pictures and video clips hosted by the popular online image and video repository websites, e.g., Flickr (http://flickr.com), Snapfish (http://snapfish.com) and Youtube (http://youtube.com), as well as the amount of image/video clips generated every day by thousands of TV stations, millions of surveillance cameras, and billions of digital cameras. Without an efficient data management system to give all these data structure, and therefore make them searchable, they will become much less useful. Fortunately, with the advances in electronics and computing technology, the hardware has made significant advances in the past decade. Storage is getting larger and cheaper, roughly 1GB/$ for hard disk at this time, and the computing power available to both business and personal usage is unprecedented. Furthermore, the advances in networking technology makes distributed solution based on the sharing of storage and computing power available.
Data management research has a long history and has produced effective solutions like relational database engine for tabular data management, inverted file for information retrieval. The multimedia data management shares a lot of common philosophy and solutions with the traditional data management. However, due to the nature of media data, there also exist unique challenges. In this chapter, we review the problem of multimedia data representation, and the data structure and algorithms for multimedia data indexing in Section II, we discuss the problem of "curse of dimensionality" and feature space modeling and processing in section III. In Section IV, we discuss randomized solutions in indexing and searching, and in Section V, we present an example solution for video retrieval.
mUltImeDIA DAtA INDexING AND mANAGemeNt
Media data like images, video clips, audio clips are often represented by their.d-dimensional features, and each media object becomes a point in some feature space R d . How to find a proper feature representation that captures necessary information for effective search and retrieval tasks is the active research topic in the multimedia analysis community. Industrial standard like MPEG-7 also captures the state of the art of image/video features and metrics for search and retrieval, including color, shape and texture features for images, as well as motion and camera features for video.
The purpose of multimedia data base system is to have structured storage and indexing such that the amount of I/O operations that load data into memory, and also the amount computation involved for a query request can be reduced and therefore achieving fast response time to end users. This is also a well studied field dates back to early days of computer science and with a rich set of tools and solutions. The multimedia data base present unique challenges in the sense that the typical feature data space dimensionality is high, and if this issue is not dealt with effectively, the retrieval performance of the traditional indexing and storage solutions degenerates quickly.
In this section, we discuss the multimedia data indexing and storage solutions, and the typical queries supported. The effect of dimensionality on retrieval performance is discussed in detail.
multimedia Data storage and Indexing solutions
A set of multimedia objects can be viewed as a collection of data points in some d-dimensional feature space R d . The most naive solution of storage and indexing would be just store the data in sequential order, e.g., timestamp of images, and allow sequential retrieval of data at query time. In fact, most people store their personal digital camera images this way. To locate a certain picture of interests, an exhaustive image loading and examination have to be performed. This involves amount of I/O operation and computing (examination) in order of O(N), whereas N is the repository size. More sophisticated users will create file folders according to, for example, year and month to give it a better structure to support search of images by date. This intuitive approach precisely reflects the essence of data storage and indexing -to give the multimedia repository a hierarchical structure according to some key information (in this case, time stamp), such that the I/O and computation in searching can be reduced -instead of exhaustive search, people can look at folder timestamp and narrow the I/O to certain month, and then examine only images in certain folder.
The basic structure of multimedia data base is a tree that represents the hierarchical partition of data set. Each tree node contains a subset of data points in repository, and each node has a key that defines the region of feature space that data points in this node reside. There are two types of nodes, leaf node, or data.node, which stores the actual data points and key values, while the non-leaf node, or directory. node, stores key values and pointers to its child nodes. At the top of structure is the root node, which is the entry point of the whole structure. In practice, each node is a basic I/O unit that resides in permanent disk storage and need to be loaded into the memory for processing. The distance from root node to data node is called the height of the index, which roughly corresponds to the number of I/O operations needed to access the data page. The size of data node, i.e., number of data points M, will affect the computational complexity in feature matching for query processing. An example is illustrated in Figure 1 . Node 1 is the root node, nodes 2~7 are directory nodes, while nodes 8 ~ 15 are leaf or data nodes. To access data points in node 10, for example, the number of node I/O operation is 4, which is also the height of node 10. The design of index tree and the size of data and directory node need to consider the computer system hardware and OS limitations, as well as balance the time complexity in I/O and feature space computing.
There are basically two approaches to create this tree structure, data partition based, which organize around data, and also feature space partition based, which organize data based on the region it resides. Examples of data partition approaches include R-tree (Guttman, 1984) and variations, R*-tree (Beckmann, Kriegel & Schneider, 1990) , X-tree (Berchtold, Keim & Kriegel, 1996) , while space partition approaches include kd-tree (Robinson 1981 ) and variations. We will have a discussion of both approaches, and present a video index solution that combines elements of both approaches to achieve high performance in retrieval.
Data Partition Based Approach
The basic idea of R-tree family of indexing solution is quite straightforward. Data points are represented by the axis parallel Minimum Bounding Rectangles (MBR), each MBR is the tightest rectangle approximation of data points, and therefore each surface of MBR must contain at least one data point. If not, this surface is not tight enough. Several MBRs can be combined to have a parent node with MBR encompassing all data points in child MBRs, and a hierarchical tree structure can be built as more data points are inserted into the repository. The key is to maintain a well behaving R-tree structure through a series of splits and merges of tree nodes to maintain the right balance of leaf node size and height.
As the directory node MBRs of R-tree can be overlapping, this complicates the insertion and query processing process. Consider the example below, at the time of point insertion, the MBRs of a directory node with 2 child nodes are shown in Figure 2a . If the new data point belongs to either child node, it is inserted into that child node, as demonstrated in Figure 2c . If the new data point residing in the overlapped region, as shown in Figure 2b , it is then inserted into the node with the smallest volume. If the new data point does not belong to any child node, it is added to the child node such that the new child node has the smallest volume increment, as shown in Figure 2d . Notice that in cases (b) and (c), the MBR of child node with new insertion does not change, while in case (d), the MBR is enlarged.
The insertion starts at root node, and progress until it reaches the leaf node. As leaf node data size grows with insertions, split need to be performed to prevent overflow. The heuristic of split is to create new child nodes with smallest volume possible, and there exist a number of algorithms with different complexity as discussed in (Gaede & Gunther, 1998) and (Beckmann et al, 1990) . In summary R-tree
approaches organizes around data and create hierarchical structures with overlapping MBRs that does not necessary complete in feature space, i.e., the union of leaf node MBRs may have holes in feature space. The process of insertion and split has an objective to create MBRs that are tight with data points and have small volumes. This will have implications in query processing that is discussed later.
To minimizes the overlap of MBRs in R-tree, R*-tree is developed in (Beckmann et al, 1990) . For the insertion operation criterion, in addition to minimum volume increase consideration, the increases in overlaps to the neighboring sibling MBRs are also minimized. The split of a node can also be avoided in some case by re-inserting certain portion of data points that reside far from the centroid of the MBR. This incurs a penalty in computation though.
To completely avoid overlaps in MBRs, non-overlapping variations of R-tree solutions also exists. Examples include R + -tree (Stonebraker, Sellis & Hanson, 1986) , whereas when an non-overlapping split is not possible, the child nodes are further cut up to avoid overlapping. X-tree (Berchtold et al, 1996) also achieves non-overlap MBRs by creating super node for those that cannot have overlap free splits.
Another interesting extension of R-tree approaches is to use sphere, instead, or in addition to the rectangles in representing data points in the index structure. This results in the SS-tree (White & Jain, 1996) solution, which is sphere based, and SR-tree (Katayama & Satoh, 1997) , which is a combination of sphere and rectangles.
Space Partition Based Approach
Instead of organizing the index structure around data, the kd-tree family approaches build the indexing tree via a recursive partition of data space. In the simplest form, the d-dimensional feature space is first split along a chosen axis x 1. at value v 1 , which is the medium value of projection of all data points onto axis x 1 . This gives us a left-right child partition of the root node. The key value of (x 1 ,.v 1 ) is stored. This is a concise form of MBR description, which uses only a d-dimensional vector and an integer indicating which axis to split. Now the process is repeated for the feature spaces of the left and the right child, until desired leaf node height and data point size are achieved. The process is illustrated in Figure 3 . After 3 splits, a height = 2 index tree is created.
Notice that the MBRs of leaf nodes are non-overlapping and complete, as compared with the R-tree solution. This eliminates the ambiguity at insertion time as indicated in Figure 2 . The re-split of leaf nodes to avoid overflow is also straightforward. The MBRs for kd-tree does not necessarily have a data point on each surface, though. This may become a penalty in nearest neighbor search, in which the minimum and maximum distance of an MBR to a query point need to be estimated.
multimedia query processing and the curse of Dimensionality
Traditional database systems typically support two types of queries, 1) point query, for a given key value, e.g., a date, find all images that were taken on that day, or, 2), range queries, find all pictures taken in August last year. Given the index structure discussed in Section A, processing of these types of queries is quite straight. For the given query key value, the data nodes are quickly located typically in time complexity of O(N).
However for multimedia data base applications, key values of image features are typically without any interpretable meaning, e.g., a color histogram vector, or energies in the wavelet filter bank decomposition of texture images. A more useful query type is the k-Nearest Neighbor (NN) queries that supports Query-by-Examples (QbE), and related ranking queries, where for a given query object, for example an image, a list of similar images are returned in order of relevance to the query image.
For the given query point, q in R d , and the database X with data points {x 1 , x 2 , …, x N }, the k-NN search problem is defined as,
The distance metric function d(q, xj) is defined from the multimedia feature space. Without an index structure, the complexity of k-NN search algorithm comprises of distance vector computing which has complexity O(N) and then a quick sort on the distances, which has complexity O(NlogN). Obviously with index structure, we have much richer information on the data distribution and organization, better time complexity can be achieved.
The core idea of k-NN search with index structure is to limit the actual distance computation between query point and candidate data points. The MBR at each node gives an approximation of maximum and minimum distances w.r.t. the query point, and this can be exploited to prune the search and speed up the response.
Let us consider the Nearest Neighbor (NN) search (1-NN search). In the case of kd-Tree index structure, with non-overlapping hierarchical partition of feature space, this can be achieved with the following algorithm. First, the leaf node where the query point resides is located by traversing down the kd-tree. This is a very fast process since it involves only scalar computing at each node and generally have a complexity of O(logN). Then the nearest point within the leaf node is computed, and the distance is stored. Is this the NN we are looking for? Not necessarily. Consider the example in Figure 4 below, which has the same kd-tree as in Figure 3 . The query point is located in leaf node R 3 , and the NN point and the distance is computed as d min . Apparently, the true NN point is actually in leaf node R 4 . How to find the true NN without being exhaustive in search?
The solution lies in computing the minimum distance possible from query point to other nodes' MBRs. For a MBR defined by its lower and upper vector coordinates, v 0 and v 1 , the minimum distance vector D min to a query point q is computed as, Figure.3 
If query point resides inside a MBR, the D min is zero. The D min to MBRs R 1 , R 2 and R 4 are illustrated in Figure 4 as d 1 , d 2 , d 4 . Obviously, if the D min of a MBR is greater than the current d min , which is the smallest distance achievable for all points inside, then this MBR can be pruned from the search. As shown in Figure 4 , the algorithm will back track from leaf node up and examine the D min for all sibling nodes MBR along the way. When examining sibling node R 4 , we notice that d 4 <d min , therefore R4 can potentially have a better NN point. This is indeed the case, and the d min is updated. When moving up to root node, the D min to R 1 and R 2 are all greater than d min . The search is therefore over and the true NN is found.
Generally the NN search with kd-tree stops after a few nodes are examined. The complexity is O(logN) for a kd-tree with N nodes. But there could be also cases where all nodes need to be examined, depending on the data point distribution. Theoretical analysis and empirical results of NN search performance with kd-tree can be found in (Moore 1991) .
For the R-tree family indexing structure, the NN search algorithm is very similar in spirit. The RKV algorithm reported in (Roussopoulos, Kelley & Vincent, 1995) and improvements in (Cheung & Fu, 1998) all operate in a similar fashion as the NN search with kd-tree outlined. When searching a node, all child node MBRs are sorted according to the potential of having a better NN candidates. This can be computed as sorting by the D min , or a combination of D min with other metrics. For real applications, heuristics like a good guess of initial d min can also be used to cut down the amount of search.
For multimedia database applications, the feature space dimensionalities are typically high. The high-dimensional geometry is different from the lower dimensional intuitions we have and this may have unexpected consequences for indexing and NN searches (Bohm, Berchtold, & Keim, 2001) . First consider the volume distribution in high dimensional space. The volume of a sphere or cube grows exponentially with dimension d, this also means that more and more volume of a given size sphere or cube will concentrate on the surface. This is illustrated for the cube case. The portion of cubic volume as the function of surface crust depth.z is plotted in Figure 5a . Note that as the dimension d grows, larger portion of cubic volume will concentrate in a thinner crust on the surface. This effect has counter-intuitive impact on the indexing schemes and NN searches. For example, if we have a fixed height kd-tree, then the number of splits from the root to the leaf node is h. Assume that data has uniformly marginal distributions, and every axis is likely to be split equally, then as the dimension d goes up, the average number of splits per dimension goes down as h/d. This gives us a very coarse partition of the data along each axis.
The effect of high dimension on queries is also significant. Considering the range query, to cover the same portion of volume of the whole data space, the range radius has to grow exponentially and eventually reach the surface of data space. This is because of the concentration of volume to the surface.
d , a cube of side 0.5 anchored at the origin can cover 1/4 of volume when d=2. But to cover the same volume in d=16, 64 and 128 dimensional spaces, the cubic side has to grow to 0.918, 0.979 and 0.990, respectively.
The effect of high dimension on NN search is even more interesting. It is established in (Beyer, Goldstein, Ramakrishnan & Shaft, 1999) that in the high dimensional space, the distance between query point and the NN point, d min , converges with the distance between the query point and the fartherest point, d max , under certain conditions. This means that a small change in query point will leads to totally The effect of high dimension on queries is also significant. Considering the range query, to cover the same portion of volume of the whole data space, the range radius has to grow exponentially and eventually reach the surface of data space. This is because of the concentration of volume to the surface.
, a cube of side 0.5 anchored at the origin can cover 1/4 of volume when d=2. But to cover the same volume in d=16, 64 and 128 dimensional spaces, the cubic side has to grow to 0.918, 0.979 and 0.990, respectively.
The effect of high dimension on NN search is even more interesting. It is established in (Beyer, Goldstein, Ramakrishnan & Shaft, 1999) that in the high dimensional space, the distance between query point and the NN point, d min , converges with the distance between the query point and the fartherest point, d max , under certain conditions. This means that a small change in query point will leads to totally different NN point returns. This is proved in (Beyer et al, 1999) by arguing that a small increase of hyper-sphere radius to (1+ )d min , will actually encompass all data points including the one with distance d max to query point, for any given , if dimension d is high enough,
An intuitive understanding of this result can actually derive from the volume concentration along the surface as indicated in Figure 5a . As dimensionality is high, the -thin sphere surface actually has a very large volume that can eventually encompass all data points. Detailed proof and discussions can be found in (Beyer et al, 1999) .
From the discussion we know that the aforementioned indexing and query processing techniques suffer performance degradation as feature space dimensionality grows large. The solution to deal with this "curse of dimensionality" is either though better feature space modeling, which will be discussed in Section III, or through approximate solutions as will be discussed in Section IV. The effect of high dimension on queries is also significant. Considering the range query, to cover the same portion of volume f the whole data space, the range radius has to grow exponentially and eventually reach the surface of data space. This is ecause of the concentration of volume to the surface.
III. SUBSPACE MODELING
, a cube of side 0.5 nchored at the origin can cover 1/4 of volume when d=2. But to cover the same volume in d=16, 64 and 128 dimensional paces, the cubic side has to grow to 0.918, 0.979 and 0.990, respectively. different NN point returns. This is proved in (Beyer et al, 1999) by arguing that a small increase of hyper-sphere radius to (1+ε)d min , will actually encompass all data points including the one with distance d max to query point, for any given ε, if dimension d is large enough,
An intuitive understanding of this result can actually derive from the volume concentration along the surface as indicated in Figure 5a . As dimensionality is high, the ε-thin sphere surface actually has a very large volume that can eventually encompass all data points. Detailed proof and discussions can be found in (Beyer et al, 1999) .
From the discussion we know that the aforementioned indexing and query processing techniques suffer performance degradation as feature space dimensionality grows large. The solution to deal with this "curse of dimensionality" is either through better feature space modeling, which will be discussed in Section III, or through approximate solutions as will be discussed in Section IV.
sUbspAce mODelING AND DImeNsIONAlIty reDUctION
In computer vision and pattern recognition fields, the sensory inputs, such as images and videos, are often viewed as high-dimensional data with large percent of dimensionality redundancy. In practice, feature extraction is in great demand owing to the fact that the effective information often lies in a lowerdimensional feature space. To process those data for the purpose of management, feature extraction and dimensionality reduction is becoming fairly important (Yan et al, 2007) , (Fu, Yan & Huang, 2008b) , (Fu, Li, Huang & Katsaggelos, 2008) .
Reflected in the theoretical domain, feature extraction and dimensionality reduction are often intertwined and realized by machine learning tools. A significant obstacle for the implementation of such approaches is the curse of dimensionality. The expression "curse of dimensionality" in statistics is to describe the problem caused by the exponential increase in volume associated with adding extra dimensions to a sample space (Bellman, 1961) . This phenomenon directly complicates many real-world problems, which means limited number of training samples can not be sufficiently used to estimate the infinite distribution in a high-dimensional feature space. Moreover, the performance of a parametric model can be negatively affected in the small-sample case when the sample dimension is high (Fu, Yan & Huang, 2008a) , (Fu, Yan & Huang, 2008b) .
Subspace learning is a prevalent tool for feature extraction (Fu, Li, Yuan, Wu & Huang, 2008) , especially for high-dimensional data feature extraction. A large family of subspace learning methods has been proposed in the last several decades motivated by different learning strategy: parametric or nonparametric.
motivation: parametric vs. Nonparametric learning
Subspace learning can be performed by starting from either parametric or nonparametric model.
The basic idea of parametric model is using a parameterized family of probability distributions to describe the nature of a set of data (Moghaddam & Pentland, 1997) . In this case, the data distribution is empirically assumed or estimated. The subspace learning is conducted by measuring a set of fixed parameters, such as mean and variance. This method is effective for the large-sample case when the training data is statistically sufficient. The basic theory can be self-contained with a probabilistic explanation. However, for the small-sample and high-dimensionality case which is more often in realworld, such kind of methods can degrade the performance due to the statistical insufficient. Moreover, for complicated data distribution, those methods may suffer from the high computational cost or model complexity since the parameter space has uncontrollable high dimensionality. Model selection is a difficult task since over-fitting and under-fitting may happen quite often. The representative methods can be Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (Turk & Pentland, 1991) and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) (Belhumeur, Hepanha & Kriegman, 1997) which assume the Gaussian distribution for the data space.
The nonparametric model is distribution free as it does not rely on assumptions that the data are drawn from a given probability distribution (Li, Liu, Lin & Tang, 2005) . In this case, the subspace learning is conducted by measuring the pair-wise data relationship in both global and local manners. This method is effective and robust due to the reliance on fewer assumptions and parameters. It especially works for small-sample and high-dimensionality case. For the complicated data distribution, this method can effectively capture the intrinsic manifold structure and model the nature of data. However, it may also suffer from the high computational cost for the large-sample case since the computational complexity is proportional to the second power of the number of training data. This method may also introduce parameters, such as the neighborhood size and distance metric for the measurement of local pair-wise data relationship. The representative methods can be Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) (Roweis & Saul, 2000) and ISOMAP (Tenenbaum, Silva & Langford, 2000) , which assume the existence of lowdimensional manifold embedded in the data space.
Graph-based model
As summarized in Graph Embedding (Yan et al, 2007) , most dimensionality reduction algorithms, in either parametric or nonparametric learning, can be unified into a general framework. Assume that the training set is represented as matrix form X = [x 1 , x 2 , …, x n ], where x i. ∈ ℜ D and n is the number of training data. The corresponding class label of x i is denoted as l i ∈ {1, …, n c }, where n c is the number of classes. The corresponding low-dimensional representation set is represented as matrix form Y = [y 1 , y 2 , …, y n ], where
. Let G = {X, S} be an undirected weighted graph with vertex set X and similarity matrix S ∈ ℜ n×n . Each element of the real symmetric matrix S measures the similarity between a pair of vertices. For a Figure. 6.. Graph-based.model.(originally.shown.in.(Fu,.2008) specific dimensionality reduction algorithm, such as discriminant analysis, there may exist two graphs, the intrinsic graph G i = {X, S i } and the penalty graph G p = {X, S p }. The intrinsic graph characterizes data properties that the algorithm favors and the penalty graph describes properties that the algorithm tries to avoid. The graphs are typically used to estimate the data distribution or manifold structure for subspace learning (Fu, Yan & Huang, 2008a) , (Fu, 2008) .
Nonlinear Methods
Most existing nonlinear methods are nonparametric learning. It is worthwhile to look into the family of those methods since they are the basis of many existing subspace learning methods. The representative nonlinear methods such as LLE, ISOMAP, Laplacian Eigenmaps (Belkin & Niyogi, 2003) , and Semidefinite Embedding (SDE) (Weinberger& Saul, 2004) , focus on preserving the topological structure which reflects the latent geometry of the low-dimensional manifold. For example, LLE formulates the manifold learning problem as a neighborhood-preserving embedding, which learns the global structure by exploiting the local symmetries of linear reconstructions. Isomap extends the classical Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) (Cox & Cox, 2001 ) by computing the pairwise distances in the geodesic space of the manifold. Based on the spectral decomposition of graph Laplacians, Laplacian Eigenmaps finds an approximation to the Laplace-Beltrami operator defined on the manifold. SDE uses semidefinite programming as a tool and suggests estimating angles and local distances to support the existence of rotation, reflection or translation for the local mapping between data points and their neighbors. The general objective of those methods is to directly learn Y from given X. A graph preserving criterion for the nonlinear method is defined as 
where similarity matrix W is a function of X. b is a constant and C is a constraint matrix. Most nonlinear methods share the similar objective function but using different W and C. Typically, W can be the intrinsic graph similarity matrix S i and C can be the scale normalization matrix or the penalty graph Laplacian matrix, C=D p -S p , where each diagonal element of diagonal matrix D p is the sum of corresponding row of S p . In this case, Eq. (4) can be rewritten as 
where L=D -C is the Laplacian matrix of C. Eq. (5) can be easily solved in closed-form solution by SVD (Fu, Yan & Huang, 2008a) , (Fu, 2008) . A standard example is shown in Figure 6 for LLE where dimensionality reduction is performed by first learning W given X and finally learning Y given W (Roweis et al 2000) .
Another work suggests looking into the most nonparametric methods with a kernel view (Ham, Lee, Mika & Schölkopf, 2004) . It shows LLE, ISOMAP, and Laplacian Eigenmaps can all be considered as kernel PCA on particular Gram matrices.
Many of the existing nonlinear methods perform well for manifold visualization, but they still have some limitations. The nonlinear projection is defined only on the training data. There is no straightforward "bridge" connecting X and Y. If we do not take an out-of-sample extension (Saul & Roweis, 2003) , (Bengio, Paiement, Vincent & Delalleau, 2004) for new datum, the entire manifold embedding procedure has to be repeated. Moreover, even if out-of-sample extension is available, there is still a storage problem in real-world applications. The system needs to store all the training data for the testing usage, which costs more storage resource. An alternative way is to formulate the particular linearization forms for the nonlinear methods, in which case a "bridge" connecting X and Y is built by subspace learning.
Linear Methods
Linear methods can be either parametric or nonparametric. They bridge X and Y by a projection matrix P = [p 1 , p 2 , …, p d ] learned from subspaces, where p i ∈ ℜ D . Conventional subspace learning methods, such as PCA and LDA, assume the data are in Gaussian distribution. So, the subspaces are learned by measuring the sample mean, variance and scatter. PCA finds the embedding that maximizes the projected variance, while LDA works by maximizing the between-class scatter and at the same time minimizing the within-class scatter. These methods, widely adopted in many existing work, have the properties of simplicity and effectiveness. However, it is often the case that the data distribution is nonGaussian and there often do not capture sufficient training samples. So, the conventional parametric methods may fail to discover the intrinsic structure of the training samples, if they are lying on or close to a submanifold of the ambient space.
Motivated by the objective of existing nonlinear methods, most popular manifold based linear dimensionality reduction methods, such as Locality Preserving Projections (LPP) (He & Niyogi, 2003) and Locally Embedded Analysis (LEA) (Fu & Huang, 2005) , are derived from a nonparametric neighborhood graph modeling (Fu, 2008) . The problem is constrained by noting that the data points should be closely related to the nearest neighbors and using a graph matrix to encode the manifold, thereby obtaining a linear mapping from the original data to the manifold by solving an eigen value decomposition problem. The general objective of those methods is to learn projection P from given X. 
where similarity matrix W and constraint matrix C are defined in the same way as nonlinear methods. If we define the Laplacian matrix as same as the nonlinear methods, Eq. (6) 
Figure.7.. Discriminant.simplex.analysis.(originally.shown.in.(Fu.2008) Figure 6 for LEA where dimensionality reduction is performed by first learning W given X and finally learning P given W, (Fu, 2008) .
Despite the success of those algorithms in many applications, the general discriminating power cannot be guaranteed sufficiently high, since the real data distributions are often too complicated to faithfully measure and at the same time the classes of the data patterns may highly overlapped. In addition, these methods focus more on the manifold criterion which is not for the discriminating purpose. To boost the discriminating power, some recent discriminant learning methods, such as Marginal Fisher Analysis (MFA) (Yan et al 2007) , Discriminant Simplex Analysis (DSA) (Fu, Yan & Huang, 2008a) , Correlation Embedding Analysis (CEA) (Fu, Yan & Huang, 2008) , Local Discriminant Embedding (Chen, Chang & Liu, 2005) and Locality Sensitive Discriminant Analysis (Cai, He, Zhou, Han, & Bao, 2007) , combine the Fisher criterion with manifold criterion and explicitly aim at the classification capacity and discriminating efficiency of the embedding. They outperform the linear subspace learning methods conforming to either Fisher criterion or manifold criterion by taking both advantages. They still share the objective function in Eq. (7), but they model the intra-class compactness and inter-class separability of data distributions with intrinsic and penalty graphs. Figure 7 shows the example of DSA which builds between-locality graph and within-locality graph and uses Fisher criterion for subspace learning.
Extensions
As suggested by many existing work, the graph embedding based linear methods can all be extended to kernel form and tensor form (Yan et al 2007) , , (Tao, Li, Wu & Maybank, 2007) . The basic idea of kernel form is to map the data for j=1, 2, …, m. So, our goal is to calculate all the optimal U j .
Generalized feature extraction for Dimensionality reduction

Formulation
In general case as we discussed in (Fu, Yan & Huang, 2008) , (Fu, 2008) , the purpose of feature extraction is to seek a mapping function, denoted as f(x, P) where P represents the parameters, to map the datum x to the desired low-dimensional representation y ∈ ℜ d , namely, y = f(x, P). Again, let's build the intrinsic graph G i = {X, S i } and the penalty graph G p = {X, S p }. A generalized graph preserving criterion is imposed for these two objectives as
In the foregoing discussion, we discussed four types of mapping functions for f(x, P), which correspond to four types of graph embeddings (Yan et al, 2007) , (Fu, Yan & Huang, 2008 These four types of graph embeddings are widely used owing to their straightforward formulation and computational efficiency. But note that the possible mapping functions for.f(x, P) here are defined far beyond these four types. This is useful since real applications often demand more general solutions for the graph embedding.
Generalized Solution
We introduce the general solution (Fu, Yan & Huang, 2008b) , (Fu, 2008) for the generalized graph embedding formulation. The solution is based on the assumption that the mapping function.f(x, P) is differentiable almost everywhere with respect to P. In this case, a direct method is to utilize the gradient descent approach to search for the solution based on the derivative,
, ) , ) P P P P P P P P .
This formulation and solution for generalized graph embedding offer great flexibility for feature extraction. There is no constraint on the parameter P, which means that for linear feature extraction, we can use general transformation matrix for feature extraction instead of the conventional column normalized matrix. Moreover, it is possible to constrain the value of y, e.g., on a unit sphere, by properly designing the mapping function, f(x, P). Some representative algorithm designs based on this generalized framework are Correlation Embedding Analysis (CEA) (Fu, Yan & Huang, 2008b) , (Fu, 2008) , Correlation Tensor Analysis (CTA) , Correlation Principal Component Analysis (CPCA) (Fu, Yan & Huang, 2008b) , and Correlation Discriminant Analysis (CDA) (Ma, Lao, Takikawa & Kawade, 2007) .
Discussion
Supervised and Unsupervised Learning
In the case of parametric modeling, conventional PCA is unsupervised since it focuses on data representation and dimensionality reduction. LDA is supervised since labels for the training data are used to learn a subspace that can differentiate different classes. Supervision is easily performed by labeling different classes in the training data to calculate the class means. In the case of nonparametric modeling, unsupervised learning is conducted to search nearest neighbors in the entire training data. There are two ways of supervised learning. If only manifold criterion is considered, the intrinsic graph is the only graph to build. Taking one training data, its nearest neighbors are searched within the same class of it. If Fisher criterion is also considered, the penalty graph is also considered. Taking one training data, its nearest neighbors are searched within the different class of it.
Parameters
The graph based subspace learning methods have several parameters that need to tune. When the nearest neighbor search is used to build the graphs, the numbers of nearest neighbors for both intrinsic graph and penalty graph are parameters. When the similarity matrices are defined, some methods may introduce parameters to scale the similarity weights. Sometimes a regularization term needs to be used for singular problem for SVD. Then a parameter may be introduced to balance the regularization term. If the generalized solution is used for generalized feature extraction, the number of iterations is an important parameter.
summary
Based on the "no free lunch theorem" (Duda, Peter, & David, 2000) , there is no method that can work for all the real application cases in reality. Different methods may be tailored to deal with particular cases. Either parametric method or nonparametric method for subspace learning can be adopted for feature extraction in real-world applications when data distribution is simple or complicated. But, in general they can be unified in the general way of graph based formulation. From this point of view, we can design new subspace learning algorithms by carefully tuning the graph modeling details and trying efficient similarity metric adapting to specific databases and scenario.
ApprOxImAte sOlUtION fOr INDexING AND qUeryING hIGh-DImeNsIONAl spAce
As Discussed in section II, tree-based index provides efficient solution for searching huge data collection by taking advantages of the tree structure (Robinson 1981) . Given a query point, without comparing with all of the data samples in the data base, the closest point can be retrieved by efficiently browsing the tree. In the case of low-dimensional space, the search process is largely speeded up compared with the exhaustive search. However, tree-based index cannot be easily scaled to high-dimensional space, because the number of tree nodes can grow exponentially fast regarding to the number of dimensions of the feature space. For instance, when indexing a high-dimensional space based on a tree structure, it is possible that during the search process, the number of tree nodes required to be checked is as many as the total number of data points in the data base. As a result, tree-based index methods cannot perform significantly better than exhaustive search), both in theory and in practice (Bohm, et al, 2001) , (Shakhnarovich, Darrell & Indyk, 2007) , when the dimensionality is higher than 30 to 50 dimensions.
To overcome the curse-of-dimensionality problem and to make the index and search methods scalable to high dimensions, approximate index and search solutions are proposed. We will discuss these methods in this section. Compared with tree-based index, these approximate solutions provide approximate answers instead of exact ones to the query, with the gain in efficiency. In the following, we will first review the concept of approximate nearest-neighbor (NN) search and explain how it can speed up the search process by sacrificing the accuracy. Besides indexing individual data point, we will also discuss the approximate and randomized solutions to index and search a collection of points (point-set).
locality sensitive hashing (lsh) for Approximate Nearest Neighbor search
Instead of performing exact NN query, locality sensitive hash (LSH) performs approximate NN query, where it retrieves approximate NNs which can be of high probability to be the exact NNs. By sacrificing the retrieval accuracy to some extent, LSH gains the speed significantly. Unlike tree-based index methods, it is scalable to high-dimensional space. The problem of approximate NN search is defined as follows: By modifying the task of exact NN search, it is possible to provide efficient NN search through LSH. Suppose h is a function that maps R d to some universe U, h is called locality sensitive hash function if it satisfies the following condition. Locality sensitive hash provides randomized index for approximate NN search.
Definition 2:.(p1,.p2,.r,.cr)-sensitive.hash.functions According.to. (Indyk.&Motwani,.1998),.a.family.H.of.functions:..h:.R d . .U.is.called.(p1, p2, r, .then..Pr[h(W) Based on the (p1, p2, r, cr)-sensitive property of LSH functions, we can see the probability of collision is much higher for points that are close to each other than for those far apart. For example, if two points W and Q are close to each other (i.e., ||W-Q||<r), it is of high probability to have hash collision (i.e., Pr[h(W)=h(Q)] > p1). On the other hand, if two points W and Q are further away (i.e., ||W-Q|| > cr), it is of low probability that hash collision happens (i.e., Pr[h(W)=h(Q)] < p2). As a result, the closer the two points W and Q, the more likely their hash values are identical. When many independent hash functions are provided, the distance between W and Q can be inferred from the number of times their hash functions collide.
Given the distance measure, it is important to find appropriate (p1, p2, r, cr)-sensitive hashing functions. For different distance measures, for example hamming or Euclidean distance, we need to propose different hash functions that satisfy the (p1, p2, r, cr)-sensitive conditions under the distance measure. A good survey of various hash functions under different distance measure can be found in (Andoni & Indyk, 2006) . Here, we only discuss the most popular LSH under hamming and Euclidean distance, respectively.
LSH for Hamming Space
LSH is firstly proposed for approximate NN query with hamming distance (Gionis et al, 1999) . Suppose W is a binary vector, the (p1, p2, r, cr)-sensitive hashing functions under hamming distance can be: h(W) = W(i), where W(i) is the i th element of W. Given two binary vectors W and Q, the probability of collision is Pr[h(W)=h ( 
LSH for Euclidean Space
The LSH scheme that directly works for Euclidean distance is proposed in (Datar, Immorlica, Indyk, & Mirrokni, 2004) . It embeds the high-dimensional points into real line (1-dimension) through random projection. Then by quantizing the real-line, it can index high-dimensional points by their quantized values. Each hash function h(·) is a random mapping from vector W p to an integer h:
where a is a random vector of d-dimension with each element a(i) independently generated through standard Gaussian distribution; b is a random variable chosen uniformly from [0, r] . With r fixed as a predefined parameter, each pair of a and b defines a unique hash function, which projects an original high-dimensional vector onto the real line, which is then quantized. The random variable a ×W p has the same distribution as ||W p ||.
In order to find the nearest neighbors of the query point Q, it requires a collection of hash functions g i =(h 1 , h 2 , …, h k ), i=1,2…, L. Each hash function has its own projection parameters a and b. All the points W p are then hashed many times through random projections g i , each time W p corresponding to a hash bucket g i (W p ).
During the query phase, we search the nearest neighbors of Q based on the hash values, instead of in the original high-dimensional space. Based on the property of (p1, p2, r, cr)-sensitive hash function, the closer the two points W p and Q, the more likely they will have the same hash value under the random projection h, because if W p is the neighbor of Q, then W p will be the neighbor of Q in the real line as well. This search process can be very efficient: under a specific hash function, two points W p and Q are possible neighbors in the original space if their hash values are identical. Thus we can first retrieve the candidate points that have same hash values with the query point, from buckets g 1 (Q), g 2 (Q), …, g L (Q). Then we can refine the search by only comparing the selected candidates, which is a much smaller subset of the whole data collection.. By pre-building a set of hashing functions for the database, each new query vector q can efficiently retrieve most of its neighbors in the features space by only comparing the hash values (i.e., whether they are located in the same interval) instead of calculating the distance in high-dimensional space.
Besides random projection from high-dimensional space to real-line (1-dimension), the recent work of LSH (Andoni & Indyk, 2006) applies different types of hash functions which embed high-dimensional points into a lower k-dimensional space. Such a scheme is even more efficient compared with (Datar et al, 2004) .
Indexing and querying point-set
Although a lot of progresses have been achieved in indexing and searching individual data points in high dimensions, depending on the representation of multimedia objects such as images and videos, it is also of great interests to index and retrieve point-sets. For example, instead of using a single color histogram to represent an image, it can be characterized by a collection of interest points (feature vectors) (Grauman & Darrell, 2006) , (Yuan, Wu & Yang, 2007a) , (Xu, Cham, Yan & Chang, 2008) . Similarly, instead of characterizing a video segment as an individual feature vector (Ferman, Tekalp & Mehrotra, 2002) , (Kashino, Kurozumi, & Murase, 2003) , (Yuan, Duan, Tian & Xu, 2004) , a video query can be represented by many shots or key-frames (Xu & Chang, 2007) , which is a collection of features when each key-frame contributes an individual feature vector. In these cases, the objects we need to index and query are point-sets instead of individual points. The target database contains a collection of such point-sets and task is to search for similar matches of the query point-set from all candidates.
Before we can address the point-set query problem, it is essential to define the distance or similarity between two point sets. It is a challenging problem as two point-set being compared can contain different number of points. In many applications, the matching is formulated as a partial matching problem (Grauman & Darrell, 2005) , (Yuan et al, 2007a) , where the exact solution involves high computational cost. For example, given two sets both containing m points, the solution of the partial matching is of complexity O(m 3 logm) (Rubner, Tomasi, & Guibas, 2000) . Similar to indexing and searching individual point, to speed up the search, one possibility is to provide approximate solution. In the following, we will discuss three different approximate solutions in indexing and matching the point-sets.
Bag of Words Method
The "bag of words" method is popularly applied in visual object categorization (Dance, Willamowski, Fan, Bray, & Csurka, 2004) , image retrieval (Sivic & Zisserman 2008) and image pattern discovery (Yuan et al, 2007a) , (Yuan, Wu & Yang, 2007b) . First of all, an image is described by a collection of local features, where each one corresponds to a small image patch. After collecting many such local features from images, a visual vocabulary can be built through clustering local features into a few clusters. Each cluster contains local features of similar characteristics and corresponds to one "visual word" in the vocabulary. Through such a visual vocabulary, an image can be translated into a collection of visual words and can be represented as a "document." As each document can be characterized by a word histogram, the similarity between two images can be determined by the similarity between two word histograms. Compared with the original partial matching formulation between two point sets, such a histogram matching provides an efficient yet approximate solution. Although matching two histograms is easier than matching two point sets, it cannot provide the accurate matching result. For instance, although two local features are close to each other in the feature space, they could be two different "words" if they happen to belong to two different clusters. As a result, the quantization error introduced in the "bag of words" process inevitably affects the accuracy of the matching.
Pyramid Matching
The pyramid matching method proposed in (Grauman & Darrell, 2005) is an approximate solution for matching two point-sets in high-dimensional space. It applies a multi-resolution histogram pyramid in the feature space to perform feature matching implicitly. Such a novel approximate solution is very efficient. Give two sets of size m, the complexity of pyramid matching is of linear time complexity O(m), which is a significant improvement compared with the exact solution which can is of complexity O(m 3 logm). Moreover, the matching is insensitive to outlier feature points, thus is suitable for matching two images, where noisy feature points can be introduced due to variations of image patterns. Pyramid matching requires the quantization of each feature point into several buckets, under various quantization resolutions. As a result, the approximate is introduced when it performs matching based on the quantization value instead of performing distance measure in the original high-dimensional space. In pyramid matching, by gaining the efficiency, the matching accuracy is sacrificed due to quantization.
Approximated Matching
In (Yuan, Li, Fu, Wu & Huang, 2007) , another approximate solution for matching two point-sets is provided, with upper bounded estimation of the exact matching score. Instead of quantizing local features into words (bag of words method) or buckets (pyramid matching), it firstly performs NN query for each local feature. Each local feature finds its own best matches. As a result, quantization error is not introduced in matching local features. Instead, the approximation happens during matching two point-sets, where an upper bounded estimation of the similarity matching is given.
In terms of indexing an image collection, a randomized index method called spatial random partition is proposed in , with application of mining common patterns from images. The proposed index scheme partitioned each image randomly many times to form a pool of sub-images. Each sub-image contains a collection of local features and is treated as a point set. All sub-images are queried and matched against the pool, and then common patterns can be localized by aggregating the set of matched sub-images. According to the asymptotic property of the proposed algorithm, it can automatically discover multiple common patters without knowing the total number a.priori, and is robust to pattern variations like rotations, scale changes and partial occlusion.
ApplIcAtIONs AND sUmmArIes
Effective lower dimensional feature representation of multimedia object combined with an efficient indexing structure can achieve very high performance in multimedia retrieval accuracy and speed. In this section we present a LUminance Field Trajectory (LUFT) representation (Li, Katsaggelos & Gandhi, 2005) of video sequences and its Query by Example (QbE) search solution based on kd-Tree indexing (Li, Gao & Katsaggelos, 2006) .
Video sequences F k with frame size w x h pixels can be viewed as some temporal trajectory in R wxh . The dimensionality of this feature space is very high, take for example QCIF sized sequences, the dimension would be 176x144=25344. This will serious degrade the nearest neighbor search performance. Instead, we compute the lower dimensional approximation of F k via a scaling and PCA projection process, as illustrated in Figure 8 . practical. Instead, we apply the kd-tree space partition with split axis decision based on the variance of data projection, i.e., at each split, the variances of projection of data onto each axis are sorted, and the split axis is chosen to be the one with largest variance. To further improve retrieval efficiency, we also compute MBR for each node. An example of kd-tree partition of 2-d LUFT space with 5 hours of video from TRECVID and resulting leaf node level MBRs are shown in Figure 10 .
The kd-tree height is L=12, this results in 2048 leaf level MBRs. This gives a non-overlapping but can be disjoint partition of LUFT feature space. To process the QbE query, the temporal coherence feature of video repository is utilized. Instead of performing NN search for each query clip frame, we first identify search localities by locating leaf nodes traversed by query clip. Then all clips in this locality are matched with the query clip by computing the minimum average projection distance as discussed. This approach significantly reduces the computational complexity by limiting the search to one degree of freedom and results in very good performance in both speed and accuracy. For a video data base size of 5 hours, we set up simulations to test the speed and precision-recall performances. One hundred Query clips each of lengths 15, 30, 60 frames are randomly chosen from both the 5-hour repository (for positive tests) and other sources (for negative tests). The average response times for different clip lengths as well as LUFT feature space dimension, d, are tabulated in Table 1 . The algorithms are implemented with Matlab and the computer is a desktop PC with 2.0 GHz Pentium processor and 1G Bytes of memory. t search is the time needed to identify the matching repository locality, while t match is the computation time for computing the average projection distance between query clips and repository locality.
Notice that the best performance in speed is achieved when choosing a feature dimension of d indx =8, and query clip length of m=15, where the average response time for QbE against a 5-hour repository is only 0.012 seconds. The precision-recall performance for this set up is also quite good. For a range of additive noise in the query clips, as measured as PSNR (dB) in range of 25dB to 38dB, the precision-recall performance is outstanding. It achieves roughly 100% precision with a high recall in the range of 90%, as in Figure 11a . For a comparison, when d indx =2, m=30, the loss of information in LUFT representation becomes severe, with corresponding degradation of performance in Figure 11b .
In summary, multimedia database applications typically require a high-dimensional feature space to have robust and effective representation of multimedia object for effective matching in search applications. However, the high dimensionality of the feature space presents this "curse-of-dimensionality" issue to the indexing and query processing, and good retrieval accuracy and speed can be achieved by striking a good balance between robust and effective feature representation and low dimensionality for effective indexing solution, as indicated in the aforementioned video clip QbE solution. Alternatively, approximate solution can be a viable solution as well, which make compromise in the accuracy of search to gain the speed. Berchtold, S., Keim, D., & H.P. Kriegel, H.P. (1996) . The x-tree: An index structure for high dimensional data. In Proceedings.of.the.22nd.Int'l.Conf.on.VLDB, 
